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We show that there are a further infinite number of, previously unknown, supertranslation charges. These
can be viewed as duals of the known Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) charges corresponding to super-
translations. In Newman-Penrose language, these new supertranslation charges roughly correspond to the
imaginary part of the leading term in ψ2. We find these charges by dualizing the Barnich-Brandt asymptotic
charges and argue that this prescription gives rise to new bona fide charges at null infinity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the relation between Bondi-Metzner-Sachs
(BMS) symmetry and Newman-Penrose charges at null
infinity of asymptotically flat spacetime has been made
explicit in linear and nonlinear gravity [1,2], as well as
electromagnetism [3,4]. While BMS charges are strictly
defined at null infinity, and in particular include the Bondi
4-momentum, it has been shown that other charges can be
defined by extending the definition of BMS charges into
the bulk and it is these extended BMS charges that
encompass some of the Newman-Penrose charges. In
linearized gravity, at each order in a 1=r expansion away
from null infinity the Newman-Penrose charges are com-
ponents of the Weyl scalar ψ0 in a 1=r expansion [5]—the
real parts of which correspondingly extend the notion of
BMS charges as a 1=r expansion into the bulk [1].
Furthermore, the same picture holds in the nonlinear theory,
where an extension of the BMS charges using the Barnich-
Brandt prescription [6] as a 1=r expansion away from null
infinity is shown to include 5 of the 10 nonlinear Newman-
Penrose charges [2]. It remains an open question whether
the extension of the BMS charges into the bulk can be

further enlarged such that they contain the imaginary parts
of the Newman-Penrose charges. In this paper we will not
resolve this question in the general setting of extended
BMS charges but show that already at the level of the
standard BMS charges something has been hitherto missed.
At leading order, the BMS charges can be derived from

the Barnich-Brandt formalism [7]. By making a particular
choice of the supertranslation parameter sðθ;ϕÞ, namely
choosing l ¼ 0, 1 spherical harmonics,1 the BMS charge
can be shown to include the real part2 of the Bondi
4-momentum [7]

Pl;m ¼ −
1

2
ffiffiffi
π

p
G

Z
dΩYlmðψ0

2 þ σ0∂uσ̄
0Þ; ð1:1Þ

where l ¼ 0 or 1, and ψ0
2 and σ0 are the leading terms in a

1=r-expansion of the Weyl scalar ψ2 and the shear σ,
respectively:
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1The supertranslation parameter describing a diffeomorphism
of a physical metric should, of course, be real. It is convenient to
decompose a general such parameter sðθ;φÞ as a sum over
spherical harmonics, which we may think of as the complete set
of (real) solutions of□s ¼ −lðlþ 1Þs on the unit sphere, where
l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…. It will always be understood that we are taking
sðθ;ϕÞ to be real. Of course in practice it is often convenient to
work with the complex basis of spherical harmonics Ylmðθ;ϕÞ.
Whenever, in this paper, we speak of taking sðθ;ϕÞ to be a
harmonic Ylmðθ;ϕÞ, it should be understood that really, we mean
that s is a real function constructed as an appropriate linear
combination of the complex Ylmðθ;ϕÞ harmonics.

2To be precise, the real part of −1=ð4GÞ R dΩsðψ0
2 þ σ0∂uσ̄

0Þ,
where s is any of the four linearly independent real harmonics
proportional to Y0;0, Y1;0, ðY1;1 − Y1;−1Þ or iðY1;1 þ Y1;−1Þ.
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ψ0
2 ¼ lim

r→∞
r3ψ2; and σ0 ¼ lim

r→∞
r2σ: ð1:2Þ

For l ¼ 0 or 1, the fact that the Barnich-Brandt prescription
gives only the real part is not so troubling, since one can
show that

ℑðψ0
2 þ σ0∂uσ̄

0Þ ¼ ℑðð̄2σ0Þ: ð1:3Þ

Now, ð̄2Ylm ¼ 0 for l ¼ 0 or 1, and so the imaginary part
is a total derivative, which vanishes under the integral over
the sphere.
If we consider instead an arbitrary supertranslation

parameter, then

sðθ;ϕÞℑðψ0
2 þ σ0∂uσ̄

0Þ ¼ sðθ;ϕÞℑðð̄2σ0Þ ð1:4Þ

is no longer a total derivative when l ≥ 2. Thus, one may
ask if there is a sense in which the Barnich-Brandt
prescription is only giving half of the asymptotic charges
when l ≥ 2 [i.e., only the real part of the complex
generalized charge −1=ð4πGÞ R dΩsðψ0

2 þ σ0∂uσ̄
0Þ]. It is

this question that we shall address in this paper. Indeed, as
we shall show, we may define an infinite number of extra
supertranslation charges. These charges are obtained by
considering the “dual” of the Barnich-Brandt asymptotic
charge, which is the analog of considering the field strength
and its dual in the case of electromagnetism [3,4]. In a
gravitational context, it is analogous to getting a NUT
charge by dualizing the Bondi mass [8] or Komar mass [9].
In Sec. II, we consider for illustrative purposes the

simpler case of electromagnetism and show how the usual
electric and magnetic charges can be viewed as the real and
imaginary parts of the Newman-Penrose charge, respec-
tively. We extend this analogy to the gravitational case in
Sec. III and find that one can define dual gravitational
charges corresponding to the supertranslation generators of
the BMS group at null infinity. We conclude with some
comments in Sec. IV.

II. ELECTROMAGNETISM

We begin by considering the simpler case of electro-
magnetism on flat Minkowski spacetime [3,4], with metric
given in outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
ðu; r; xI ¼ fθ;ϕgÞ by

ds2 ¼ −du2 − 2dudrþ r2ωIJdxIdxJ: ð2:1Þ

A convenient choice of complex null frame eμa ¼
ðla; na; ma; m̄aÞ is given by

l¼ ∂
∂r; n¼ ∂

∂u−
1

2

∂
∂r; m¼ m̂I

r
∂
∂xI ;

l♭¼−du; n♭¼−
�
drþ1

2
du

�
; m♭ ¼ rm̂IdxI;

m̂¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� ∂
∂θþ

i
sinθ

∂
∂ϕ

�
; m̂♭¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðdθþ isinθdϕÞ:

ð2:2Þ

Following Barnich and Brandt [6], we define the electric
charge to be3

Qc ¼
1

4π

Z
S
c⋆F ¼ 1

4π

Z
S
dΩcr2F01; ð2:3Þ

where cðxÞ is an arbitrary function on the 2-sphere
corresponding to the asymptotic symmetry for electromag-
netism and we use the notation that for some arbitrary
covector V

laVa ≡ V0 ¼ −V1; naVa ≡ V1 ¼ −V0;

maVa ≡ Vm ¼ Vm̄: ð2:4Þ

Contrast the above expression with the Newman-Penrose
charge [5], generalized to include a constant c

QðNPÞ
c ¼ lim

r→∞

1

2π

Z
S
cr2Φ1; ð2:5Þ

where

Φ1 ¼
1

2
ðF01 þ Fmm̄Þ ð2:6Þ

is a Newman-Penrose scalar corresponding to a particular
component of the Maxwell field strength in the complex
null frame. We only take the leading Newman-Penrose
charge and do not, here, consider a 1=r-expansion in which
case one could define a charge at every order. We stress that
what appears in integral (2.5) is the complex Newman-
Penrose scalar Φ1 multiplied by a constant. Note that the
real part of Φ1 is given by F01, which corresponds to the
expression in the Barnich-Brandt integral (2.3). What about
the imaginary part of the generalized Newman-Penrose
charge given by Fmm̄?
As emphasized above, the Barnich-Brandt integral with

c ¼ 1 corresponds to the electric charge. Correspondingly,
the asymptotic magnetic charge may be defined as

Q̃c ¼
1

4π

Z
S
cF ¼ 1

4π

Z
S
dΩicr2Fmm̄: ð2:7Þ

3Note that in the case of electromagnetism, the Barnich-Brandt
charge is integrable. This is not the case in nonlinear gravity due
to Bondi news (or more generally fake news [2]) at null infinity.
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Given this we conclude that

QðNPÞ
c ¼ Qc − iQ̃c; ð2:8Þ

i.e., the generalized Newman-Penrose charge contains
information about both the electric and magnetic charge.
Aside.—It may be argued that for c ¼ 1, Q̃ ¼ 0, as

follows: Stokes’s theorem implies that

Q̃ ¼ 1

4π

Z
S
F ¼ 1

4π

Z
Σ
dF ¼ 0 ð2:9Þ

by the Bianchi identity. However, this result follows if null
infinity is the only boundary of the spacetime. On a black
hole background this result need not hold as the magnetic
charge at infinity is equal and opposite to a contribution to
the integral from the horizon.

III. GRAVITY

As is to be expected, the case of gravity is more intricate
compared to the electromagnetic case. Starting from an
asymptotically flat spacetime [10,11], which we define to
be a spacetime for which there exist Bondi coordinates
ðu; r; xI ¼ fθ;ϕgÞ in which the metric takes the form

ds2 ¼ −Fe2βdu2 − 2e2βdudr

þ r2hIJðdxI − CIduÞðdxJ − CJduÞ ð3:1Þ

with the metric functions satisfying the following fall-off
conditions at large r

Fðu; r; xIÞ ¼ 1þ F0ðu; xIÞ
r

þ oðr−1Þ;

βðu; r; xIÞ ¼ β0ðu; xIÞ
r2

þ oðr−3Þ;

CIðu; r; xIÞ ¼ CI
0ðu; xIÞ
r2

þ oðr−2Þ;

hIJðu; r; xIÞ ¼ ωIJ þ
CIJðu; xIÞ

r
þ oðr−1Þ; ð3:2Þ

where ωIJ is the standard metric on the round 2-sphere with
coordinates xI ¼ fθ;ϕg. Moreover, residual gauge free-
dom allows us to require that

h ¼ ω; ð3:3Þ

where h≡detðhIJÞ and ω≡detðωIJÞ¼ sin2 θ. Furthermore,
we assume that

T0m ¼ oðr−3Þ ð3:4Þ

so that the Einstein equation then implies that [2,7]

CI
0 ¼ −

1

2
DJCIJ; ð3:5Þ

where DI is the covariant derivative compatible with the
metric on the round 2-sphere ωIJ.
The BMS charge is defined as [6,7]

=δQ ¼ 1

8πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
⋆H ¼ 1

8πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
dΩr2e2βHur; ð3:6Þ

where

H ¼ 1

2

�
ξbgcd∇aδgcd − ξb∇cδgac þ ξc∇bδgac

þ 1

2
gcdδgcd∇bξa þ

1

2
δgbcð∇aξ

c −∇cξaÞ
�
dxa ∧ dxb

ð3:7Þ

and the notation =δ is used to signify the fact that the
expression is not necessarily integrable. The asymptotic
symmetry generator

ξ ¼ s∂u þ
Z

dr
e2β

r2
hIJDJs∂I −

r
2
ðDIξ

I − CIDIsÞ∂r

ð3:8Þ

with sðxÞ an arbitrary function on the 2-sphere.
Given the boundary conditions (3.2), the BMS charge

(3.6) reduces to [7]

=δQ ¼ 1

16πG

Z
S
dΩ

�
δð−2sF0Þ þ

s
2
∂uCIJδCIJ

�
: ð3:9Þ

The integrable part of the charge is given by

QðintÞ ¼ −
1

8πG

Z
S
dΩ sF0; ð3:10Þ

while the nonintegrable part can be interpreted as the
existence of Bondi flux at null infinity, which prevents the
conservation of the charge along null infinity.
Alternatively, we may define the charge

Q ¼ −
1

4πG

Z
dΩ sðψ0

2 þ σ0∂uσ̄
0Þ; ð3:11Þ

where ψ0
2 and σ0 are defined in (1.2). As discussed in [5]

[see Eq. (4.8) or (4.17) of Ref. [5]), one has

∂uQ ¼ −
1

4πG

Z
dΩ sðj∂uσ

0j2 − ð2ð∂uσ̄
0ÞÞ: ð3:12Þ

Newman and Penrose only considered the case where s is
taken to be an l ¼ 0 or l ¼ 1 spherical harmonic Ylm,
since after integration by parts on the second term one has a
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factor ð̄2Ylm, which vanishes identically. These l ¼ 0 and
l ¼ 1 charges give the Bondi-Sachs mass and 3-momen-
tum respectively [5]. In particular, the l ¼ 0 Bondi mass
(or more precisely energy) is seen to be a strictly non-
increasing function of u, which is conserved if and only if
∂uσ

0 ¼ 0. In terms of the metric components defined in the
expansions (3.2), one has

j∂uσ
0j2 ¼ 1

8
NIJNIJ; ð3:13Þ

where NIJ ¼ ∂uCIJ is the Bondi news tensor. Thus the
Bondi-Sachs mass and 3-momentum are conserved if and
only if the Bondi news tensor vanishes, signifying the
absence of gravitational radiation at future null infinityIþ.
More generally, we may allow the function s in the

charge (3.11) to be any arbitrary spherical harmonic,
without the restriction to l ¼ 0 or l ¼ 1, and we again
have charges that are conserved whenever the Bondi news
tensor vanishes.4 Our focus in the remainder of this section
will be on showing how these more general charges (3.11)
are related to Barnich-Brandt BMS charges, and a gener-
alization thereof.
Calculating ψ0

2 and σ0 in terms of the metric expansion
coefficients in (3.2), one finds

ψ0
2 þ σ0∂uσ̄

0 ¼ 1

2
F0 −

i
4
DIDJC̃

IJ; ð3:14Þ

and so the two expressions (3.10) and (3.11) are related by

QðintÞ ¼ ℜðQÞ; ð3:15Þ

where we take s to be an arbitrary function of xI in the
definition of Q. This is analogous to what we found before
in Sec. II, namely, for the asymptotic symmetry chosen to
give a global charge, the BMS charge is the real part of the
more general charge that we have defined in Eq. (3.11).
Noting that (3.15) has only provided a relation between

the real part of the charge (3.11) and the Barnich-Brandt
charge (3.10), and inspired by the electromagnetic example
in the previous section, we are now led to consider the dual
or magnetic Barnich-Brandt charge

=δQ̃ ¼ 1

8πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
H ¼ 1

8πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
dΩ

Hθϕ

sin θ
ð3:16Þ

with H defined in Eq. (3.7). It remains to show that this
defines a charge, namely that the quantity defined above

vanishes on-shell. We show that this is the case in
Appendix A.
It is straightforward to show that (see Appendix B)

=δQ̃ ¼ 1

16πG

Z
S
dΩ

�
δð−sDIDJC̃

IJÞ þ s
2
∂uCIJδC̃

IJ

�
;

ð3:17Þ

where5

C̃IJ ¼ CK
ðIϵJÞK; ϵIJ ¼

�
0 1

−1 0

�
sin θ: ð3:18Þ

Note that the nonintegrable term is closely analogous to
that for =δQ, see Eq. (3.9), and it also vanishes if the Bondi
news vanishes. The integrable part gives rise to new charges

Q̃ðintÞ ¼ −
1

16πG

Z
S
dΩ sDIDJC̃

IJ ð3:19Þ

that are conserved in the absence of Bondi news. As can be
seen from (3.14),

DIDJC̃
IJ ¼ −4ℑðψ0

2 þ σ0∂uσ̄
0Þ; ð3:20Þ

and so we have

Q ¼ QðintÞ − iQ̃ðintÞ: ð3:21Þ

Integrating by parts, Q̃ðintÞ in (3.19) can be rewritten as

Q̃ðintÞ ¼ −
1

16πG

Z
S
dΩðDIDJsÞC̃IJ: ð3:22Þ

If s is an l ¼ 0 or l ¼ 1 spherical harmonic, in which case
s satisfies DIDJs ¼ 1

2
ωIJ□s, it follows that Q̃ðintÞ ¼ 0

since ωIJC̃
IJ ¼ 0, and so one recovers the result [7] that

Q ¼ QðintÞ for the l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 1 charges that correspond
to the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum.
In general, however, for an arbitrary function s on the

sphere, the Q̃ðintÞ are bona fide asymptotic charges in their
own right, which supplement the already known BMS
charges,QðintÞ. Together, QðintÞ and −Q̃ðintÞ provide the real
and imaginary parts of the generalized charges Q defined
in (3.11).

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that one can define new dual asymptotic
charges at null infinity. These charges are the imaginary
part of the charges defined in Eq. (3.11)—the real part4What one loses, by considering the infinity of charges

corresponding to l ≥ 2, is that now the nonconservation when
NIJ ≠ 0 is no longer of a definite sign, since both the ð2ð∂uσ

0Þ
and the j∂uσ

0j2 terms contribute when NIJ ≠ 0. See, however,
Appendix C.

5In fact, CK
½IϵJ�K ¼ 0, which can simply be shown using

Schouten identities in two dimensions and the trace-free property
of CIJ . Thus, C̃

IJ ¼ CK
IϵJK .
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being the charges of Barnich-Troessaert [7]. The new
charges can be defined because at leading order it is
possible to “dualize” the Barnich-Brandt 2-form to obtain
an expression that also vanishes on-shell. In Ref. [2], it was
shown that five of the ten conserved nonlinear Newman-
Penrose charges are subleading charges in the Barnich-
Brandt formalism. It is, however, not possible to define dual
Barnich-Brandt charges away from null infinity hence the
question of how to fit the other five Newman-Penrose
charges in the Barnich-Brandt formalism remains an open
problem.
The existence of a further infinite number of BMScharges

does not seem to give rise to new soft theorems [12,13] as the
imaginary part ofψ0

2 atI
þ
� andI−

� is not part of the physical
phase space [13]. However, we are nevertheless left with the
question of the role of these charges in connection with the
information paradox [14–16].
Dualising the Barnich-Brandt prescription only works for

supertranslation charges and at null infinity. In particular, for
the SLð2;CÞ part of the BMS group, the analysis of
Appendix A does not go through, that is there are terms
at order r0 that are neither components of the Einstein
equation nor total derivative terms; these terms provide an
obstruction to a charge being defined. For the same reason,
we cannot also understand the imaginary part of the
extended BMS charges [2] in this way. It would, therefore,
be helpful to understand why it was possible to define dual
charges for supertranslations in terms of a more basic Iyer-
Wald [17] (see also Ref. [18]) or Barnich-Brandt [6] type of
analysis.
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY TERMS

In this section, we prove that the variation of the dual
charge (3.16) is equivalent to the Einstein equation. Starting
from the definition of the charge, given in Eq. (3.16), and
the fact that

δgab ¼ 2∇ðaξbÞ; ðA1Þ
a calculation similar to that done in Appendix D of Ref. [2]
finds that

=δQ̃ ¼ 1

16πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
dθ dϕ δIJθϕf6ξJ½∇I;∇c�ξc

þ 2½∇J;∇c�ðξIξcÞ
þ 2∇cðξI∇cξJ þ ξc∇JξI − ξI∇Jξ

cÞg: ðA2Þ

Ignoring the first line in the expression above for now, the
terms on the second line can be written as

1

8πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
dθ dϕ δIJθϕ∇cXIJ

c; ðA3Þ

where

Xab
c ¼ ξa∇cξb þ ξc∇bξa − ξa∇bξ

c: ðA4Þ

Expanding out the integrand in Eq. (A3) gives

∇cXIJ
c ¼ ∂KXIJ

K þ ∂ ĉXIJ
ĉ þ Γc

ceXIJ
e

− Γe
dIX½eJ�d − Γe

dJX½Ie�d; ðA5Þ

where we use the notation that hatted lower case Latin
indices, such as ĉ, denote u or r components. The first term
is a boundary term and can, therefore, be ignored. Thus,

∇cXIJ
c ¼ ∂ ĉðgĉ d̂XIJd̂Þ þ

1

2
g−1gĉd∂dgXIJĉ

− 2gĉdΓK
dIX½KJ�ĉ − 2gcdΓê

dIX½êJ�c; ðA6Þ
where

g≡ detðgabÞ ¼ −r4e4βsin2θ; ðA7Þ
and we have used the fact that the equation above is
contracted with δIJθϕ, i.e., that the IJ indices are antisymme-
trized and also the fact that

X½IJ�K ¼ X½IJK� ¼ 0; ðA8Þ

which can be simply verified from the definition of Xabc,
Eq. (A4). Also, note that

X½ab�c ¼ ξ½a∂ jcjξb� − ξc∂ ½aξb� − ξ½a∂b�ξc ¼ 3ξ½a∂cξb� ðA9Þ

since the Christoffel symbols cancel out. Moreover, as a
direct consequence of the previous equation

X½ab�c ¼ X½ca�b ¼ X½bc�a: ðA10Þ

Consider the last term in Eq. (A6)

−2gcdΓê
dIX½êJ�c ¼−2gKdΓê

dIX½êJ�K −2gĉdΓê
dIX½êJ�ĉ: ðA11Þ

First, we argue that the last term in the expansion above is
an order 1=r quantity as follows:

−2gĉdΓê
dIX½êJ�ĉ ¼ −2gĉdΓê

dIX½ĉ ê�J

¼ −4gd½uΓr�
dIX½ur�J; ðA12Þ

where in the first equality above we used property (A10).
Using the fact that
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ξu ¼ −
1

2
ð□sþ 2sÞ þOð1=rÞ; ξr ¼ −sþOð1=r2Þ;

ξI ¼ −r∂Isþ
1

2
ðsDICIJ −DIsCIJÞ þOð1=rÞ; ðA13Þ

it is clear that

X½ur�J ¼ Oðr0Þ: ðA14Þ

Moreover, using the expression for the Christoffel symbols
given in section 4.3 of Ref. [19],

−4gd½uΓr�
dI ¼ 2e−4βgIL∂rCL ¼ Oð1=rÞ: ðA15Þ

Hence, we find that

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ ∂ ĉðgĉ d̂X½θϕ�d̂Þ þ

1

2
g−1gĉd∂dgX½θϕ�ĉ

þ 2gĉdδIJθϕΓK
dIX½JK�ĉ

− 2gKdδIJθϕΓĉ
dIX½JK�ĉ þOð1=rÞ: ðA16Þ

Note that

δIJθϕX½JK�ĉ ¼ 2δIJθϕδ
θϕ
JKX½θϕ�ĉ

¼ −
1

2
δIKX½θϕ�ĉ: ðA17Þ

Thus,

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ ∂ ĉðgĉ d̂X½θϕ�d̂Þ

þ
�
1

2
g−1gĉd∂dg − gĉdΓI

dI þ gIdΓĉ
dI

�
X½θϕ�ĉ

þOð1=rÞ: ðA18Þ

Now, consider the last two terms in the square brackets
above

−gĉdΓI
dI þ gIdΓĉ

dI ¼ gĉegIdð∂dgIe − ∂egIdÞ
¼ gĉegIr∂rgIe þ gĉKgIJð∂JgIK − ∂KgIJÞ
þ gĉ êgIJð∂JgIê − ∂ êgIJÞ

¼ gĉ êgIJð∂JgIê − ∂ êgIJÞ þOð1=r2Þ

¼ gĉugIJ∂JgIu − gĉ ê
hIJ

r2
∂ êðr2hIJÞ

þOð1=r2Þ

¼ −
4

r
gĉ ê∂ êrþOð1=r2Þ; ðA19Þ

where, in the last equality, we have used the fact that
h≡ detðhIJÞ ¼ sin2 θ. Using equations (A9) and (A13),
one can show that

X½θϕ�u ¼ −
1

2
rδIJθϕf∂Is½sDK∂uCJK −DKs∂uCJK�

þ ∂Is∂J□sg þOð1Þ; ðA20Þ

X½θϕ�r ¼
1

2
δIJθϕs∂I½sDKCJK −DKsCJK� þOð1=rÞ; ðA21Þ

which means the Oð1=r2Þ terms in Eq. (A19) can be
consistently neglected. Thus,

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ ∂ ĉðgĉ d̂X½θϕ�d̂Þ þ

�
1

2
g−1gĉd∂dg −

4

r
gĉr

�
X½θϕ�ĉ

þOð1=rÞ: ðA22Þ

Now,

1

2
g−1gĉd∂dg ¼

1

2
gĉd

∂dðr4e4βsin2θÞ
r4e4βsin2θ

¼ 2

r
gĉr þOð1=r2Þ

ðA23Þ

and

∂ ĉðgĉ d̂X½θϕ�d̂Þ ¼ ∂uðgurX½θϕ�rÞ þ ∂rðgurX½θϕ�uÞ þOð1=rÞ
¼ −∂uðX½θϕ�rÞ − ∂rðX½θϕ�uÞ þOð1=rÞ

¼ −∂uðX½θϕ�rÞ −
X½θϕ�u
r

þOð1=rÞ; ðA24Þ

so that

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ −∂uðX½θϕ�rÞ þ

X½θϕ�u
r

þOð1=rÞ: ðA25Þ

From equations (A20) and (A21)

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ −

1

2
δIJθϕ∂Ifs½sDK∂uCJK −DKs∂uCJK�

þ s∂J□sg þOð1=rÞ: ðA26Þ

In summary, up to total derivative terms, which vanish upon
integration

δIJθϕ∇cXIJ
c ¼ Oð1=rÞ: ðA27Þ

Going back to Eq. (A2) and using the fact that

½∇a;∇b�Vc ¼ Rabc
dVd; ðA28Þ

=δQ̃ ¼ 1

4πG
lim
r→∞

Z
S
dθdϕξ½θGϕ�cξc; ðA29Þ

where Gab is the Einstein tensor. Hence =δQ̃ vanishes on-
shell at leading order.
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF DUAL CHARGE

In this appendix, we show that

lim
r→∞

Hθϕ

sin θ
¼ 1

2

�
δð−sDIDJC̃

IJÞ þ s
2
∂uCIJδC̃

IJ

�
; ðB1Þ

where Hab is defined in Eq. (3.7). Note that

Hθϕ

sin θ
¼ δIJθϕ

HIJ

sin θ
¼ 1

2
ϵIJHIJ: ðB2Þ

Thus, from Eq. (3.7),

Hθϕ

sin θ
¼ 1

2
ϵIJ

�
ξJgcd∇Iδgcd þ

1

2
gcdδgcd∇JξI − ξJ∇cδgIc

þ ξc∇JδgIc þ
1

2
δgJcð∇Iξ

c −∇cξIÞ
�
: ðB3Þ

Equations (3.8), with the falloff conditions (3.2), and
(A13) give that

ξu¼ s; ξr¼ 1

2
□sþOð1=rÞ; ξI ¼−

1

r
DIsþOð1=r2Þ;

ξu¼−
1

2
ð□sþ2sÞþOð1=rÞ; ξr¼−sþOð1=r2Þ;

ξI ¼−rDIsþOðr0Þ; ðB4Þ

where I; J;… indices are lowered (raised) with the
(inverse) metric on the round 2-sphere. Consider the first
two terms in the expression on the right hand side of
Eq. (B3). Using the expression for the determinant of
metric given in Eq. (A7) and assuming implicitly the
antisymmetrization in ½IJ�,

ξJgcd∇Iδgcdþ
1

2
gcdδgcd∇JξI ¼ ξJ∂Iðg−1δgÞþ

1

2
g−1δg∂JξI

¼ 4ξJ∂Iδβþ2δβ∂JξI

¼Oð1=rÞ; ðB5Þ

where we have used the falloff properties given in equa-
tions (3.2) and (B4). Hence, these terms will not contribute
to the dual charge. Similarly, using Eqs. (3.2) and (B4) and
the expression for the Christoffel symbols given in Sec. 4.3
of Ref. [19], it is fairly straightforward to show that

ϵIJδgJcð∇Iξ
c −∇cξIÞ ¼ Oð1=rÞ: ðB6Þ

Hence,

Hθϕ

sin θ
¼ 1

2
ϵIJfξI∇cδgJc þ ξc∇JδgIcg þOð1=rÞ: ðB7Þ

Now, consider the first term above:

ϵIJξI∇cδgJc ¼ ϵIJξIðgur∇rδguJþgKL∇KδgJLÞþOð1=rÞ
¼ ϵIJξI½gKLð∂KδgJL−2ΓM

KðJδgLÞM

−2Γu
KðJδgLÞuÞ−gurΓK

rJδguK�þOð1=rÞ
¼ ϵIJDIsδðDKCJKþ2C0JÞþOð1=rÞ: ðB8Þ

However, note that Eq. (3.5) then implies that, in fact,

ϵIJξI∇cδgJc ¼ Oð1=rÞ: ðB9Þ
Thus, as before, making use of Eqs. (3.2) and (B4) and the
expression for the Christoffel symbols given in Sec. 4.3 of
Ref. [19]

Hθϕ

sinθ
¼ 1

2
ϵIJξc∇JδgIcþOð1=rÞ

¼ 1

2
ϵIJðξu∇JδguIþξK∇JδgIKÞþOð1=rÞ

¼ 1

2
ϵIJ

�
DIðsδC0JÞþDKðsDIδCJKÞ

− sDKDIδCJ
Kþ1

2
s∂uCIKδCJ

K

�
þOð1=rÞ

¼ 1

2

�
−sDIDJδC̃

IJþ s
2
∂uCIJδC̃

IJ

�
þOð1=rÞ;

ðB10Þ
where in the last equality above we have neglected total
derivative terms, which will integrate to zero and have used
definition (3.18).
In conclusion, we find that

lim
r→∞

Hθϕ

sin θ
¼ 1

2

�
δð−sDIDJC̃

IJÞ þ s
2
∂uCIJδC̃

IJ

�
: ðB11Þ

APPENDIX C: ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION
OF A REAL CHARGE

From the perspective of the Newman-Penrose formalism,
it would also make sense to define charges Q̂ according to

Q̂ ¼ −
1

4πG

Z
dΩ s½ψ0

2 þ σ0∂uσ̄
0 þ ð2σ̄0�: ðC1Þ

Then, from (3.12), one has

∂uQ̂ ¼ −
1

4πG

Z
dΩ sj∂uσ

0j2; ðC2Þ

which holds for any choice of s and demonstrates
more clearly that the charges are conserved for vanishing
Bondi news.
We may reexpress Q̂ in terms of the metric expansion

coefficients in (3.2). Noting first that ð2σ̄0¼1
4
DIDJðCIJþ

iC̃IJÞ, we find that
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Q̂ ¼ −
1

8πG

Z
dΩ s

�
F0 þ

1

2
DIDJCIJ

�
: ðC3Þ Thus Q̂ is in fact purely real, although it differs from the real

part ofQ defined in (3.11), which is given byQðintÞ in (3.10)
[see Eq. (3.15)], by the addition of the second term.
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